
SoCal Parrot
Volunteer Role FYI 
Honey Springs Road, Jamul, CA 91935

855-REP-4WLD
volunteer@socalparrot.org 

SoCal Parrot was founded to bridge the gap of care 
and consideration for wild, naturalized 

parrots and to be a resource 
for wild parrot rehabilitation, education and protection.

Outreach Volunteer
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Help with booth or presentation setup/breakdown 

Engage and interact with the public

Answer questions from the public about SCP

Provide support and ideas to staff 

Monitor ambassador bird(s) at events

 Gain public speaking experience

Interact with the public

Attend local events for free!

Learn all about wild, naturalized parrots

Provide a unique service to our nonprofit

Worksite: Flexible and varies per event

Reports To: SoCal Parrot Manager
Sarah Mansfield | sarah@socalparrot.org   

Timeframe:  Minimum of six months. Hours are flexible. Events may be as short as two hours or as long as six or more 
(when including setup/breakdown). The event details will be provided via email and accommodations can be made regarding 
event hours/shift. 

Responsibilities/Tasks Benefits

Requirements You Will Love This Role If You... 

Enjoy spending time at local events

Want to gain more public speaking experience

Have a passion for learning and education

Like talking

Age 18 or older

Have access to reliable transportation

Show up on time and cheerful

Minimum 6 months' committment

Physically able to work 3 hours at a time

There are many public events and outreach opportunities in the cities where wild parrots are 
found. Many of these events are free and have the possibility of drawing large crowds. These 
events are typically called "booth events" and are essential for SCP to attend as they are a 
platform where we share and educate the public about the wild parrot populations that can be 
found throughout Southern California and beyond. We also provide formal presentations for 
various civic groups upon request. These two types of events are critical to our organization as we 
aim to increase wild parrot awareness.  Volunteers in this role are so important to providing 
support in this essential area of our organization! All training provided by staff.




